**Content Curation**

**Why Curate Content?**
1. Enable workforce trainers and faculty to design and deliver high-quality courses
2. Provide faster, cheaper approaches to customized curricula for industry and education.
3. Meet requirements of frequently changing workforce training demands.

**Who Are Curators?**
1. Proven content experts with interests in providing industry with high quality educational and training materials
2. Subject Matter Experts with capacity to perform prescribed reviews
3. And a willingness to collaborate with colleagues

**What Do Curators Do?**
1. Using a calibrated review rubric aligned with industry sector priorities, evaluate training materials from SkillsCommons.org
2. Review courses and supplementals as assigned by Curation Editor
3. Submit completed review rubric and recommendations to Curation Editor

**Why Would I Want to Be a Curator?**
1. Compensation per completed prescribed evaluation in projects with allocated funding
2. Recognition of roles on the Industry Sector Panel Expert published on SkillsCommons.org
3. Opportunity to impact the quality of national-level training materials